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One of the mostpronounced properties of color vision
isthedependenceoftheperceivedcolorofastimuluson
thevisualcontextinwhichitispresented.Consequently, Summary
one would expect to find such contextual influences in
the neuronal activity that represents the color percept. We investigated the responses of single neurons in
Context-dependent responses to color stimuli have primary visual cortex (area V1) of awake monkeys to
been reported for cortical visual area V4 (Zeki, 1983b; chromatic stimuli. Chromatic tuning properties, deter-
ScheinandDesimone,1990),butnotforV1(Zeki,1983a). mined for homogeneous color patches presented on
Recently, there has been an increasing number of stud- a neutral gray background, varied strongly between
ies on nonclassical receptive-field influences in V1 for cells. The continuum of preferred chromaticities and
differentvisualmodalities(KnierimandVanEssen,1992; tuning widths indicated a distributed representation
Sillito and Jones, 1996), including the brightness of of color signals in V1. When stimuli were presented
achromatic stimuli (Rossi and Paradiso, 1999; Kinoshita on colored backgrounds, chromatic tuning was differ-
and Komatsu, 2001). For color stimuli, such effects have ent in most neurons, and the changes in tuning were
been reported in the context of figure-ground segrega- consistent with some degree of sensitivity of the neu-
tion (Zipser et al., 1996). It is, however, not clear to what rons to the chromatic contrast between stimulus and
extent they may be relevant for color appearance. We background. Quantitatively, the average response
therefore investigated the responses of V1 neurons to changes matched the magnitudes of color induction
stimuli presented in different chromatic contexts. We effects measured in human subjects under corre-
used homogeneously colored square patches, similar sponding stimulus conditions.
tostimulifrequentlyemployedinpsychophysicalexperi-
mentsoncolorvision.Consequently,incontrasttomany Introduction
other studies of V1 neurons, we recorded mainly from
cells that responded strongly to such stimuli of relatively In color vision, probably more so than in any other visual
low spatial frequency. We did not attempt to use each modality, the relation between the sensory input and
cell’s preferred stimulus geometry, but rather investi- the percept eludes a simple explanation. For example,
gated the responses of the cells to the same types of our percepts of pure colors, or unique hues, do not
stimuli. We measured chromatic tuning properties, correspond to the responses of single cone types, nor
quantified the contextual influences, and compared toasimplecombinationofthem(Valberg,2001).Further-
them with the strength of induction effects observed in more, stimuli of the same chromaticity may evoke differ-
human color perception. ent color percepts, depending on the visual context
(Land,1959; Wesnerand Shevell,1992; Brownand Mac-
Leod, 1997; Kraft and Brainard, 1999). The mechanisms Results
underlying these contextual influences are not well un-
derstood. The lack of a simple relationship between Tuning Properties
Figure 1 shows responses of two neurons to illustrate stimulus and percept indicates that considerable pro-
cessing of the photoreceptor signals must take place different tuning characteristics. The neuron on the left
is tuned broadly in the (L-M,S) plane (top graph), and it to yield the neural activity that we experience as a color
percept. While the first steps of color processing in the responds to all hues, but stronger to some than to oth-
ers. The neuron on the right shows opponency, being retina have been intensively studied and some degree
of understanding has been achieved (for review, see excited by some hues and inhibited by others. It has a
narrower tuning in the (L-M,S) plane. As the plots on the Martin,1998;Nathans,1999;Dacey,2000),lessisknown
about the representation and processing of chromatic bottom show, tuning width along a vertical meridian
in three-dimensional color space, i.e., for brighter and stimuli in the cortex.
Chromatic input to the visual cortex from the lateral darker stimuli, cannot be inferred from the tuning width
for isoluminant stimuli. The neuron on the left has a geniculate nucleus (LGN) is encoded in an opponent
relatively broader tuning in azimuth than in elevation,
while the opposite is the case for the neuron on the *Correspondence: wachtler@biologie.uni-freiburg.de
right. 4Presentaddress: UniversityofFreiburg, BiologyIII/ Neurobiology&
Biophysics, 79104 Freiburg, Germany. In the following, we consider tuning in the (L-M,S)Neuron
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Figure 1. Chromatic Tuning of Two V1 Neurons
(A and B) Tuning to isoluminant stimuli. Horizontal axis, L-M cone contrast variation; vertical axis, S cone contrast variation. Stimulus hue
changes as a function of polar angle. Data points in the polar plots show mean spike rate in a time window 50–150 ms after stimulus onset,
error bars denote standard error. Tuning curves are linear interpolations of data points. Thin circles around the centers of polar plots indicate
spontaneous firing rates. Insets show peri-stimulus time histograms for responses to stimuli in the corresponding directions.
(C and D) Tuning contours in three-dimensional color space, derived from responses to stimuli in 26 directions.
(C) Broadly tuned, nonopponent neuron.
(D) Color-opponent neuron tuned narrowly to different hues (azimuth) and more broadly tuned to stimuli with luminance differences (elevation).
plane. To quantify tuning properties, we fit a circular ish colors. Other distinct peaks are apparent for blue
(second quadrant), as well as for purple in the first quad- normal function, fc  A0  A exp((cos(φ  φ0)  1)/2),
to the responses to stimuli in different chromatic direc- rant (Dow and Vautin, 1987). The coordinate axes were
the directions that tended to have the lowest incidence tions φ in the (L-M,S) plane. For most tuning curves,
this method yielded good fits (2, 4 d.f., p  0.15). The of tuning peaks.
The distribution of tuning widths (Figure 2B) is broad tuning curves that did not give good fits (n  5) were
bimodal and therefore could not be described well by and appears bimodal. The peaks of the distribution lie
below and above the width of a cosine function, respec- a circular normal function. In these cases, the function
was fitted to the highest peak of the tuning curve. The tively. This indicates nonlinear processing of cone in-
puts, in agreement with the findings by De Valois et al. fitting procedure served to interpolate the data points
by a smooth function to derive tuning parameters like (2000).
tuning peak direction and tuning width. Using other in-
terpolation functions, like powers of cosine functions or Effects of Background
In the following, we maintain the term “stimulus” to de- polynomials, yielded similar results.
Figure 2A shows the distribution of tuning peaks as scribe the single color patch stimulating the receptive
field of a neuron. To investigate effects of background a function of chromatic direction. In accordance with
the findings of other studies (Lennie et al., 1990; De chromaticity, for each trial it was chosen randomly
whetherbackgroundchromaticityremainedneutralgray Valois et al., 2000; Hanazawa et al., 2000), the distribu-
tion is continuous, but it is not uniform. Furthermore, throughout the trial or changed for the duration of the
stimulus presentation. With respect to the gray back- the distribution is highly asymmetric. The peaks in the
distribution do not coincide with the coordinate axes, ground, chromatic backgrounds had a cone contrast of
0.1, while stimuli had a cone contrast of 0.15. Tuning as for cells in the LGN (Derrington et al., 1984). The main
peak of the distribution lies in the fourth quadrant of curves of 11 neurons for isoluminant stimuli on the gray
background and on a chromatic background, respec- the (L-M,S) plane, corresponding to the yellow/orange
region. There is also a relatively high number of tuning tively, are shown in Figure 3. We compared chromatic
tuning under the two background conditions by testing directionsin thethirdquadrant,corresponding togreen-Color in V1
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chromaticity inthe region ofthe receptivefield remained
gray, direct responses to the background change, with
latencies of more than 100 ms (Li et al., 2000), were
observed in 18 cells (19%).
Differences in responses to the same stimuli on differ-
ent backgrounds suggest that responses are deter-
mined not only by the chromaticity of the stimulus, but
also to some degree by the chromatic contrast of the
stimulustothebackground.Whenastimulusofacertain
chromatic direction (hue) is presented on a background
of the same chromatic direction (but weaker saturation),
its chromatic contrast is reduced as compared with pre-
sentation on the gray background. Correspondingly, in
most neurons the response is reduced. To quantify this
influence of the background on the responses to color
stimuli, we compared the reduction in the neurons’ re-
sponses with the reduction in stimulus contrast. We
calculated a background modulation index, which mea-
suresthedifferenceinresponses rtostimuliinthedirec-
tion of the background as a fraction of the difference in
cone contrast c between stimulus and background,
bg 
r/r0
c/c0

(rc  r0)/r0
(cc  c0)/c0
.
rcandccareresponse and conecontrast forthe stimulus
on the chromatic background, respectively, and r0 and
c0 are for the stimulus on the gray background, respec-
tively. An index of zero indicates that the neuron is insensi-
tive to background chromaticity, giving same responses
for same stimuli presented on different backgrounds. An
index of 1 indicates that the reduction of the response
matches the reduction of the contrast between stimulus Figure 2. Chromatic Tuning for Isoluminant Colors
and background. A negative index occurs if the re- Tuning parameters were derived from interpolated responses in the
sponse to the stimulus on the colored background is (L-M,S) plane (see text).
(A) Distribution of tuning peak directions. The inset shows a polar stronger than the response to the stimulus on the gray
plot of the same data, smoothed by replacing each data point with background. Figure 5A shows the distribution of this
a Gaussian of 5	 width. The distribution is continuous, nonuniform, index. The values are broadly distributed, but most val-
and asymmetric.
ues are above zero, indicating a modulating effect of (B) Distribution of tuning curve widths (full width at half height). The
the background. The median of the distribution of 0.69 dashed line denotes the width of a cosine function, corresponding
indicates that this modulation is on average not quite to linear combination of cone inputs. The distribution indicates that
most neurons combine cone inputs nonlinearly. as strong as one would expect if the responses would
represent the contrast of the stimulus to the back-
ground.
A complementary view of the background influence for differences between responses to the same stimuli.
is to consider the response differences as a difference In 72 out of 94 cells (77%), responses to at least one of
in signaled stimulus contrast. Figure 5B shows mean the stimuli were significantly different (t test, p  0.01)
responses as a function of stimulus contrast for both when presented on the colored background as com-
background conditions. The response in the chromatic pared to presentation on the neutral gray background.
background condition for our standard stimulus con- The most common type of difference (51 cells, 71%)
trast of 0.15 (dashed vertical line) is of a magnitude that was a reduction in response magnitude for stimuli in
would indicate a stimulus of lower contrast (0.085) in the chromatic direction of the background color or the
the neutral background condition (dotted lines). The re- neighboring directions. In approximately half of the cells
sponse difference corresponds to a contrast reduction with altered tuning (37, 51%), responses to stimuli with
of 0.065. Thus, the same stimuli may lead to different directions roughly opposite to the background color
responses, whereas different stimuli may elicit the same were enhanced.
responses, depending on chromatic context. The influence of the background typically appeared
early in the time course of the responses (Knierim and
Van Essen, 1992; Li et al., 2000), as illustrated in Figure Effects of Remote Colors
Totestlateralinteractionsbesidestheimmediatespatial 4. It was strongest around 100 ms after stimulus onset,
slightly later than for line stimuli as reported by Li et contrast of the stimulus, we presented, in addition to
the color stimuli at the receptive field position, 2	 color al. (2000). In control conditions where the background
changed without a stimulus being presented, i.e., the patches at a distance of 4	 to 6	 from the receptive field.Neuron
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Figure 3. Effect of Background Chromaticity
on Tuning Curves
Tuningcurve pairsofelevenneurons forstim-
uli on gray background (black curves) and on
colored background (gray curves), respec-
tively. Coordinate axes as in Figure 1 (A and
B). Inset at top right indicates the chromatici-
ties of the eight stimuli (black dots) and the
eight possible background chromaticities
(gray circles) in the isoluminant plane. In each
plot,asmallgraycircleindicatesthedirection
of the chromaticity of the colored background.
For each neuron, both tuning curves were ob-
tained during the same experiment, in which
the combination of stimulus and background
color was chosen randomly from trial to trial.
For most neurons, a response reduction was
observed with chromatic background for stim-
uli in or near the direction of the background
chromaticity. Several neurons showed a re-
sponse enhancement for stimuli near the op-
posite direction.
The response to the stimulus was often different when stimulus in the presence of the remote fields, rrem, to the
response in the absence of the remote fields, r0: rem  these remote fields were present (Figure 6). We quanti-
fied this difference by the ratio of the response to the rrem/r0. Figure 7A shows the distribution of response ra-
tios rem for remote fields of the same chromaticity as
the stimulus. The distribution is shifted to values lower
than 1 (p  0.001), with a median of 0.88, indicating an
average reduction of the response when the remote
fields were present. In contrast, the distribution for the
responses when remote fields had the opponent color
of the stimulus (Figure 7B) shows no significant shift.
This indicates that, like the effect of the background,
the influence of remote color patches is color specific.
Perceptual Effects
The appearance of a color stimulus on a colored back-
ground can vary depending on the color of the back-
ground. Induction effects typically shift the perceived
stimulus color away from the background color. Our
data show that background color influences responses
Figure 4. Time Course of Responses to chromatic stimuli in primary visual cortex in a qualita-
Average responses of 23 cells that had been tested with stimuli on tively similar way. If these effects in V1 responses are
gray and on (L-M) backgrounds. Solid lines show mean spike rate relevant for color perception, we could expect a quanti-
to (L-M) stimuli presented for 500 ms. Dashed lines show activity tative correspondence to the perceptual effects. We
for trials without stimulus, i.e., the stimulus region remained gray
therefore compared the magnitudes of the chromatic during the trial. Black line, gray background; gray line, (L-M) back-
interactions in the neural responses to induction effects ground. Responses to stimuli on colored background are lower than
to stimuli on gray background. in perception. We used data acquired in psychophysicalColor in V1
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and perceptual effects, we assumed that our measured
tuning curves, though individually tuned to different col-
ors, were representative of the population of neurons
encoding a single stimulus color after compensation for
differences in preferred chromatic directions. We then
assumed that perception of a certain color depends
mainly on such a population, that is, on the neurons
withthestrongestresponses.Underthefurtherassump-
tion of a linear relation between perceptual color shifts
and underlying neural responses, we used the psycho-
physically measured values to calculate background
modulation index bg and remote fields response ratio
rem, respectively. The resulting data for eight human
subjects are superimposed on the respective distribu-
tions in Figures 5A and 7A. For both indices, the values
derivedfromhumanpsychophysicaldataclusteraround
the centers of the distributions for the neural responses.
This indicates that the magnitudes of the influences of
both background color and remote colors are compara-
ble in responses of V1 neurons and in perception.
For our comparison, we used data from experiments
where the distance of the remote fields to the stimulus
was similar (4.5	 in human psychophysics, 4	 to 6	 in the
physiology experiments). While we found the influences
of the remote fields to range over at least 10	 in percep-
tion (Wachtler et al. 2001a), occasional tests of neural
responses with remote fields at 8	 did not yield measur-
able effects of the remote fields. We did not investigate
thespatialextentsystematically, buttheseobservations
seem to indicate that the spatial range of chromatic
interactions is more limited in primary visual cortex than
Figure 5. Effect of Background Chromaticity on Response Strength in perception.
(A) Distribution of background modulation index, measuring the re-
duction of responses to stimuli on a chromatic background relative
Estimating Stimulus Color from totheresponsesforthesamestimuliontheneutralgraybackground.
Population Responses Stimuli had a cone contrast of 0.15 in the same direction as the chro-
For methodological reasons, our quantitative compari- matic background with contrast 0.1. The median of the distribution is
0.69. Black data points with crosses indicate corresponding values son of neural and psychophysical data was restricted
for psychophysical data of eight subjects (median: 0.79). to the conditions where background and stimulus were
(B) Mean response as a function of stimulus contrast. Stimuli were along the same chromatic direction. At a qualitative
from an axis in the (L-M,S) plane in the direction of the chromatic
level, we can investigate further induction effects. The background color. Zero stimulus contrast corresponds to a gray
alterations observed in tuning curves when stimuli were stimulus. Negative contrast corresponds to a stimulus chromaticity
presented on chromatic background indicate that the opponent to the chromatic background. Black, responses to stimuli
on gray background; gray, responses to stimuli on chromatic back- same chromaticity can evoke different responses in V1
ground. Background contrast was 0.10. Data are means of 61 cells neurons. Conversely, a certain response pattern of color-
that had been tested with stimuli of different contrasts. For chro- selective neurons in V1 will not correspond to a unique
matic backgrounds, responses were reduced. The response for
stimulus chromaticity. Similar effects are known in per- stimuli with a contrast of 0.15 (vertical dashed line) on a chromatic
ception and are often associated with strategies for background corresponded to the response to a stimulus with lower
achieving color constancy. Under different illumination, contrast on a neutral background (dotted lines). Conversely, stimu-
lus contrast needs to be increased on chromatic backgrounds to light from the same object will have different spectral
elicit the same response as on a neutral background. composition, but nevertheless the color of the object
typically looks similar. This is illustrated in Figure 8A,
wheretwoschematicsceneswithdifferentbackgrounds
are depicted, demonstrating interactions between stim- experiments investigating lateral interactions in color
perception (Wachtler et al., 2001a). In these experi- ulus and background chromaticities. We asked whether
V1 neurons may implement some of these chromatic ments, observers judged the color of a 2	 test field pre-
sented on either a neutral gray background or a colored interactions.
To illustrate our approach, we first consider the re- background, with or without 2	 remote fields 4.5	 from
the test field. Chromaticities and presentation times were sponses of four neurons (Figure 8B) to color patches
on different backgrounds. The chromatic background the same as in the current study. The resulting data
wereperceptualcolorshifts, measuredinconecontrast, used to determine tuning curves was typically different
for different neurons. To mimic identical background induced bychanges inthe chromaticitiesof background
or remote color fields. conditions, we rotated the tuning curves in the (L-M,S)
plane such that all background chromaticities fell on the To make the comparison between neural responsesNeuron
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Figure 6. Responses Are Influenced by Re-
mote Color Fields
Response histograms for a neuron tested
with stimuli and three remote color fields of
the same chromaticity. Remote fields were 2	
squares at a lateral distance of 5	 from the
receptive field, presented during the 500 ms
stimulus period.
(AandB)Controlconditionswithoutstimulus.
(C and D) Responses to stimulus.
(D) When remote fields are presented in addi-
tion to the stimulus, the response is slightly
reduced.Insets showstimulusconfigurations
(circle, receptive field; cross, fixation spot;
display elements are not drawn to scale).
same direction. Thus, we assume that tuning properties and (c) in Figure 8A have chromaticities that roughly
and background effects in the neural population do not correspondto0	(L-M)and45	directionsinthe(L-M,S)
depend on chromatic direction. The color patches (a) plane, respectively. The responses they elicit can be
estimated by the corresponding data points on the tun-
ing curve for neutral background. Color patch (b) has
the same chromaticity as (c) but is displayed on a bluish
background. Therefore, the response it elicits corre-
sponds to the 45	 data point on the tuning curves for
chromatic backgrounds. The respective responses for
the four neurons are plotted in Figure 8C. The response
patterns for (a) and (b) are highly similar and are different
from the pattern for (c), although patches (b) and (c) are
physically identical. This corresponds to the perceptual
similarity of patches (a) and (b).
Applying this approach to our population of 94 neu-
rons, we determined for six of our stimuli (open black
dots in Figure 8D) presented on a bluish background,
the respective chromaticities on a neutral background
that would elicit the most similar responses. Since the
tuning curves were obtained for fixed stimulus contrast,
we excluded the stimuli in the direction of the back-
ground chromaticity and the opposite direction. They
would be expected to lead mainly to contrast changes
rather than hue changes, the case which has been con-
sidered above (Figure 5). Responses as a function of
chromatic direction were estimated from the individual
tuning curves obtained by second-order polynomial in-
terpolation of the data, and population responses were
represented as 94-dimensional vectors. For each of the
six stimuli, we then determined the chromatic direction
for which the response vector for the neutral back-
ground condition had minimal distance to the response
vector for that stimulus on the chromatic background.
Vector difference was measured by Euclidean distance, Figure 7. Influence of Remote Color Fields
but other measures gave similar results. The obtained Distributions of response ratios for stimuli with and without remote
chromaticities were shifted from the original stimulus fields.
(A) Remote fields had same chromaticity as stimuli. Median: 0.88. chromaticities in the direction away from the back-
Black data points with crosses indicate corresponding values for ground color, toward the opponentcolor. This is in close
psychophysical data of eight subjects (median: 0.92). correspondencetoinductioneffectsincolorperception,
(B) Remote fields and stimulus had opponent chromaticities. Me-
where, for example, stimuli on bluish background ap- dian: 1.02. Note that in only a subset of experiments two remote
pear less blue, or more yellow, than on gray background field colors were used. The different results for the two conditions
indicates that the influence of remote fields is color specific. (Figure 8A).Color in V1
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Figure 8. Estimation of Stimulus Color from Population Response
(A) Perceptual effect of background color. The rows of color patches marked by asterisks are physically identical, but they are displayed on
different backgrounds and therefore look different. For example, patch (b) looks more similar to the physically different patch (a) than to the
physically identical patch (c).
(B) Four of the tuning curves of Figure 3, rotated in color space such that the respective directions of the background chromaticities (gray
circles) are aligned, to mimic the background conditions in (A). Responses to patches (a)–(c) were estimated from the data points on the
appropriate tuning curves in the 0	 and 45	 directions.
(C) Estimated responses to patches (a)–(c) for the four neurons in (B). Responses are scaled relative to maximum firing rate for each neuron
individually. The response pattern elicited by patch (b) is more similar to that for patch (a) than to that for (c), corresponding to the perceptual
situation.
(D) Induced color shifts estimated from 94 tuning curve pairs. For responses to six stimulus chromaticities (open dots) on bluish background
(bluish circle), those chromaticities (black dots) were determined that yielded the most similar responses when presented on a gray background.
Responses were considered as 94-dimensional vectors and similarity was measured by Euclidean distance. The dark purple curve shows,
for the 90	 (S) stimulus on bluish background, the response vector distance as function of chromatic direction. The minimum occurs at a
direction that is shifted from the 90	 direction, away from the background direction. The dashed dark purple circle denotes the minimum
distance, for easier visual inspection of the distance curve. For the other directions tested, similar shifts were obtained. Thus, qualitatively,
the background has the same inducing effect as in perception.
Discussion cluded cells that respond to spatial chromatic contrast
(Michael,1978b;Lennieetal.,1990;Johnsonetal.,2001;
Conway, 2001). It is not clear whether cells that respond Our results regarding chromatic tuning of V1 neurons in
awake monkeys are largely consistent with reports of preferentially to chromatic edges and cells that prefer
homogeneous stimuli form distinct classes, or whether previous studies using anaesthetized animals. Chro-
matic selectivity is diverse, and most cells showed re- thisjustreflectsdifferentspatialfrequencytuning(John-
son et al., 2001). Spatial opponency, often considered sponses to isoluminant as well as to nonisoluminant
stimuli, in agreement with earlier studies (Lennie et al., an important property of color-selective neurons, was
largely ignored by our choice of stimuli. They were de- 1990; Johnson et al., 2001).
We did not attempt to find for each cell the stimulus signed to ensure that the classical receptive field was
covered. Nevertheless, relatively strong lateral interac- parameters that would evoke the strongest responses,
as was done in most previous studies. Apart from slight tions were found. In our study, we were primarily inter-
ested in the representation of chromatic stimuli under size changes, the stimuli were the same for all neurons
and were identical to the stimuli used in psychophysical conditions comparable to typical situations in which we
have to judge the color of an object. Spatial chromatic experiments. This enabled us to analyze the data as
responses of a population of neurons and to compare contrast probably plays a role in the detection of object
borders and the visual segmentation of scenes (Hurlbert them to perceptual experiments done with the same
stimuli. and Poggio, 1988), but experiments on color appear-
ance usually employ extended stimuli with dimensions Owing to the properties of our stimuli, we preferen-
tially recorded from neurons that responded strongly to on the order of degrees of visual angle. We argue that,
likewise, we typically judge the colors of natural objects homogeneous color patches, and we may have ex-Neuron
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from more or less extended surface regions. Our stimuli information through a limited number of optic nerve fi-
bers (Lee et al., 2002), responses in visual cortex may are in accordance with these spatial conditions, as well
as with the contrast range (Tadmor and Tolhurst, 2000) achieve a more efficient representation for natural chro-
matic stimuli. and temporal constraints (Yarbus, 1967) in natural view-
ing. Therefore, our data are suitable for the comparison
with properties of color perception. Contextual Effects
To test for lateral chromatic interactions, we presented
thestimulionbackgroundsofdifferentchromaticities.In Chromatic Tuning
Studies of color processing in the visual system often most cases, chromatic tuning was different for different
background chromaticities, suggesting that responses emphasize the relevance of color-opponent cells. Our
results show that many cells that are not opponent nev- of V1 cells do not represent merely the chromaticity of
a stimulus at the receptive field location, but to some ertheless respond to color stimuli and exhibit chromatic
tuning (Poggio et al., 1975; Gouras and Kru ¨ger, 1979), degree also the chromatic contrast of the stimulus to
the background. The average strength of this effect is and therefore may contribute to color perception.
For isoluminant stimuli, we found that the directions comparable to color induction effects in human percep-
tion,asmeasuredunder similarstimulusconditions.The of tuning peaks were continuously distributed. While
this is in agreement with most previous studies (Thorell distribution of the magnitude of this effect for single
neurons is broader than the interindividual variability in et al., 1984; Lennie et al., 1990; De Valois et al., 2000;
Hanazawaetal.,2000),contraryobservationshavebeen the perceptual data, but this would be expected if stimu-
lus color is represented by a population of many neurons. reported (Ts’o and Gilbert, 1988).
The tuning properties of V1 cells indicate that the Likewise, the effect of remotely presented color patches,
for considerable distances up to 6	, is comparable in representation of chromatic information in the visual
cortex is organized differently from that in the LGN. LGN strength to the perceptual effect. The main difference
between the neural response recorded in macaque V1 neurons encode the chromatic component of a stimulus
corresponding to one of the axes of cone-opponent and human psychophysics that we observed was with
the spatial extent of the color contrast and surround color space, and thus the responses can be thought of
as coordinate values in color space. It has been pro- effects, which may reflect the smaller sizes of V1 re-
ceptive fields and indicate the need to integrate their posed that the transformation occurring in the primary
visual cortex corresponds to a rotation of the chromatic responses at higher levels of the visual system. This
conclusion is currently based on limited observations. axes toward the unique hues (De Valois et al., 2000).
While our results are generally consistent with such an Further studies are needed to systematically investigate
the spatial extent of chromatic interactions. interpretation, they further indicate that the recoding
between LGN and V1 is rather complex. First, the fre- Color-selective neurons with purely suppressive (“si-
lent”) surrounds have been described by several studies quent occurrence of tuning widths inconsistent with co-
sine-tuning (see also De Valois et al., 2000) and the (Michael, 1978a; Livingstone and Hubel, 1984; Ts’o and
Gilbert, 1988). Our results, however, show clearly not anisotropy of tuning functions in three-dimensional
color space (Figure 1) show that chromatic tuning is not only suppression but also response enhancement, de-
pending onthe chromaticrelation betweenstimulus and just a result of a linear combination of cone signals
(cf. Hanazawa et al., 2000). Second, the distribution of background. Thus, the influence of the background in
our experiments is a color-specific modulation of the tuning peak directions suggests that there are not only
clusters in the regions corresponding to red, yellow, response.
Contextual influences in V1 have been reported to green, and blue (Vautin and Dow, 1985; De Valois et al.,
2000), but also, at least as pronounced, for purple. Such occur for color stimuli when color was a cue for image
segmentation (Zipser et al., 1996). While our results cells with preference for extraspectral colors have been
described before for both striate (Dow and Vautin, 1987) would be consistent with an interpretation of the coding
of figure-ground relations or stimulus saliency (Noth- and extrastriate cortex (Zeki, 1980). Third, in contrast to
encoding in the LGN, the continuum of tuning directions durft et al., 1999), the correspondence with color induc-
tion effects suggests that these interactions play a role indicates adistributed code for chromaticstimuli, where
eachchromaticityisrepresentedbyapopulationofneu- in color appearance. In previous experiments, lateral
interactions in responses to color stimuli were studied rons with different peak sensitivities but overlapping
tuning curves. inV1 andV4 andfound tobe compatiblewith perception
only in V4 (Zeki, 1983a, 1983b). Large stimuli were used The clear shift of the main chromatic directions, to-
gether with the strong representation of the red-orange- in these experiments and the more limited spatial extent
of interactions in V1 may account for this conclusion yellow region, coincides with properties of efficient
codesforchromatic stimulirevealedbyanalysis ofnatu- (Maunsell and Newsome, 1987). Our findings support this
interpretation, but other methodological differences, such ral scenes (Wachtler et al., 2001b). Efficient representa-
tions for natural chromatic stimuli show chromatic tun- as the use of anaesthetized versus awake animals, or
selection of a different set of neurons, may have also ingthatdeviatessystematicallyfromthecone-opponent
color space axes, with a preference for an opponency contributed to the differences in results.
Ourcomparison betweenneural responsesand percep- axis that matches the chromatic direction of the main
peak in the distribution of V1 tuning curves (Figure 2). tion is somewhat indirect, comparing neural activity in the
monkey with human percepts. To confirm our results, This suggests that, while the coding scheme in the LGN
may be constrained by the requirement to transfer the experiments would be necessary where monkeys areColor in V1
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passed to a data acquisition system for spike detection and sorting indicating their color percepts during recording of the
(Alpha Omega Engineering, Nazareth, Israel). neural responses. However, experimental evidence so
Once a neuron was isolated, its receptive field was mapped using far strongly supports the notion that color perception in
flashed and moving bars of different sizes (0.1–1.0), orientations,
monkeys and in humans is highly similar (De Valois et and colors. The stimulus parameters were under the experimenter’s
al., 1974; Loop and Crossman, 2000). Thus, it is unlikely control during this procedure. The area in which a response could
be elicited by the stimuli was determined to define the boundaries that such a control experiment would lead to a different
ofthe receptivefieldof theneuron.In addition,thedegree oforienta- result.
tion tuning and preferred orientation were estimated. The neurons
recorded had receptive field locations at eccentricities between 2	
Conclusions and 5	.
In summary, our results indicate that the representation
Visual Stimulation of chromatic stimuli in primary visual cortex is qualita-
Stimulus displays were generated by an 8-bit graphics board (Num- tively different from that in the LGN. Moreover, we found
ber Nine Computer Corporation, Cambridge, MA; Pepper SGT,
that this representation shares important aspects with 640 
 480 pixels, 60 Hz) and presented on a calibrated CRT screen
the color percept, in particular with respect to color (SONY GDM-2000TC). Stimulus presentation, as well as data acqui-
induction. Together with previous results on color pro- sition and behavioral control, were controlled using the CORTEX
5.7 software (Laboratory of Neuropsychology, National Institute of cessing in the visual system, our findings suggest that
Mental Health). A spectroradiometer (PR-650; PhotoResearch, the visual processing leading to the color percept is
Chatsworth, CA) was used to calibrate the display and verify the distributed over a series of processing stages (cf. De
chromaticities in the displays.
Valois and De Valois, 1993). Chromatic interactions that Colors were specified in a color space similar to the one used by
mayberelevantforperceptionhavebeenfoundtooccur Derrington et al. (1984), which is based on opponent representation
at many levels, from retina (Po ¨ppel, 1986) and LGN of cone responses (Luther, 1927; MacLeod and Boynton, 1979) but
specifies chromaticities in terms of cone contrasts with respect to (Kastner et al., 1992) to V4 (Zeki, 1983b) and beyond
a reference color. Cone excitations were calculated on the basis of (Komatsu et al., 1992). Likewise, primary visual cortex
the human cone fundamentals proposed by Stockman et al. (1993). certainly contributes in this hierarchy and, as for many
The origin of the color space corresponded to the chromaticity
othervisualaspects,playsanimportantroleintheneural of the gray background to which the subject adapted. The three
processing that leads from the sensory signals to our coordinate axes of our color space corresponded to L- versus
percept. M-cone (“L-M” axis), S-cone versus L- and M-cone (“S” axis), and
achromatic luminance variation (“Lum” axis),measured in cone con-
trast with respect to the neutral gray background. L and M variations Experimental Procedures
along the L-M axis were antagonistic such that the sum of L and
M cone excitations was constant, and contrast was measured as Animal Preparation and Training
the difference of L and M cone contrasts, i.e., positive values corre- Two adult female rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used in
sponded to increasing L- and decreasing M-cone excitation. Posi- this study. Experimental protocols were approved by the Salk Insti-
tive values on the y axis corresponded to positive S-cone contrast tute Animal Care and Use Committee and conform to United States
(MacLeod and Boynton, 1979). Department of Agriculture regulations, the United States Public
Stimuli HealthService Policyonhumanecare anduseof laboratoryanimals,
Stimuli were homogeneous color squares with sizes between 2.5	 and the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
and 4.5	, centered on and at least twice as large as the receptive Laboratory Animals.
field of the neuron under investigation, and were flashed for 500 Monkeys were prepared for the experiments using conventional
ms. Stimulus colors were chosen from different directions in color techniques, which have been described in detail elsewhere (e.g.,
space.Eightcolorswerechoseninthe(L-M,S)plane,theirchromatic Dobkins and Albright, 1994; Chaudhuri and Albright, 1997). Surgical
directions corresponding to polar angles in steps of 45	, thus includ- procedures were performed under aseptic conditions using barbitu-
ing pure S-cone stimuli. In addition, pure L-cone, pure M-cone, and rate or halothane anesthesia. Animals were given prophylacitc anti-
achromatic stimuli were used. All stimuli had the same fixed cone biotics (30 mg/kg Keflin at 2 hr intervals during surgery) and postsur-
contrast(cs0.15)tothegraybackground.Ineachtrial,thestimulus gical analgesics (0.03 mg/kg buprenophorine i.m. in 12 hr intervals
was chosen randomly from the set of stimuli used in the experiment. for 3 days). Prior to behavioral training, a search coil for measuring
In some experiments, the following additional stimuli were used. eye position was implanted in one eye (Robinson, 1963; Judge et
Due to limited recording time, not all of these stimuli were used in al., 1980), and a stainless steel post for head restraint was fastened
each experiment. Sixteen stimuli with either higher or lower lumi- to the skull with stainless steel screws. After fixation training, a
nance than the eight stimuli in the (L-M,S) plane, but with the same stainless steel recording chamber (Crist Instruments, Damascus,
cone contrast, were used to determine response contours in three- MD) was affixed to the skull over the location of V1. Positioning of
dimensional color space. Stimuli in the direction of the chromatic the recording chamber was guided by cranial magnetic resonance
background (see below), with cone contrasts between 0.05 and 0.2 imaging (MRI) scans obtained before surgery.
in steps of 0.05, were used to determine response magnitude as a During the experiments, monkeys were seated in a primate chair
function of stimulus contrast.
(Crist Instruments) in a quiet room. The head post was bolted to
Background
the frame of the primate chair to maintain head position. Animals
Animals were adapted to a neutral gray background (CIE (x,y) 
were required to fixate a small fixation target for the duration of
(0.314, 0.325), 41.2 cd/m2), on which the stimuli were presented in
each trial (2500 ms). After each successful trial, animals were given
the standard condition. For each experiment, a second background
small (0.1–0.15 ml) juice rewards.
color was chosen. This background was isoluminant with the stan-
dard gray background. Its color was in the direction of one of the
Electrophysiological Recordings eight stimuli in the (L-M,S) plane, typically a direction for which the
Extracellular potentials from single isolated neurons were recorded neuron under investigation showed a clear response. It was of lower
with paralyene-coated tungsten microelectrodes (Frederick Haer, contrast (cb  0.10) with respect to the neutral background than the
Brunswick, ME). Electrodes were lowered into the brain through a stimuli. For each trial, it was chosen randomly whether the neutral
stainless steel guide tube by way of a hydraulic microdrive. Elec- graybackgroundremainedthroughoutthetrial,orwhethertheback-
trode, guide tube, and microdrive assembly were attached to the ground changed to the alternate color during stimulus presentation.
recording chamber by way of an x-y stage (Crist Instruments, Da- The chromatic background was displayed only during the 500 ms
when the stimulus was present. mascus, MD). Amplified electrical activity from the cortex wasNeuron
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Remote Fields color when it moves? The nature of chromatic input to macaque
visual area MT. J. Neurosci. 14, 4854–4870. Remote fields were three 2	 squares with the same cone contrast
(cr  0.15) as the stimuli, presented during the 500 ms stimulus Dow, B.M., and Vautin, R.G. (1987). Horizontal segregation of color
presentation period at a distance of 4	 to 6	 from the receptive field. information in the middle layers of foveal striate cortex. J. Neuro-
They were placed at three of the four corners of a hypothetical physiol. 57, 712–739.
square centered on the receptive field. No remote patch was dis-
Gouras, P. (1974). Opponent-colour cells in different layers of foveal
played at the corner that was closest to the fixation point. In experi-
striate cortex. J. Physiol. 238, 583–602.
ments with remote fields, only one stimulus color was used, and
Gouras, P., and Kru ¨ger, J. (1979). Responses of cells in foveal visual remote fields were either of the same color or the opponent color.
cortex of the monkey to pure color contrast. J. Neurophysiol. 42, From trial to trial, it was decided randomly whether remote fields
850–860. were presented or not, and, if applicable, what color they had.
Hanazawa, A.,Komatsu, H.,and Murakami,I. (2000). Neuralselectiv-
ity for hue and saturation of colour in the primary visual cortex of Experimental Procedure
the monkey. Eur. J. Neurosci. 12, 1753–1763. Tofindneuronsresponsivetocolorstimuli,4	colorsquares,isolumi-
nant or achromatic, were flashed rapidly (100 ms flashes every 350 Hurlbert, A., and Poggio, T. (1988). A network for image segmenta-
ms) in randomized order. Once a neuron responsive to any of these tion using color. Adv. Neural Inf. Process. Syst. 1, 297–304.
stimuli was isolated, its receptive field properties were determined
Johnson, E.N., Hawken, M.J., and Shapley, R. (2001). The spatial
as described above. The stimulus size was adjusted to a length of
transformation of color in the primary visual cortex of the macaque
two to four times of the longest elongation of the receptive field.
monkey. Nat. Neurosci. 4, 409–416.
To determine chromatic tuning, the color stimuli were selected in
Judge, S.J., Richmond, B.J., and Chu, F.C. (1980). Implantation of random order and flashed for 500 ms. Neural responses were re-
magnetic searchcoils formeasurement ofeye position: animproved corded for 1500 ms around this period. Response strength was
method. Vision Res. 20, 535–538. measured as mean spike rate in a time window 50–150 ms after
stimulus onset. In addition to the neutral gray background, one of Kastner, S., Crook, J.M., Pei, X., and Creutzfeldt, O.D. (1992). Neuro-
the eight possible alternate background chromaticities was se- physiological correlates of colour induction on white surfaces. Eur.
lected.Thiswas typicallyachromaticitytowhich theneuronshowed J. Neurosci. 4, 1079–1086.
a clear response, in order to use colors that were relevant for the Kinoshita, M., and Komatsu, H. (2001). Neural representation of the
neuron’s response. In subsequent trials, either this chromaticity or luminance and brightness of a uniform surface in the macaque pri-
the neutral gray was chosen randomly as background color during mary visual cortex. J. Neurophysiol. 86, 2559–2570.
the 500 ms stimulus presentation period.
Knierim, J.J., and Van Essen, D.C. (1992). Neuronal responses to
static texture patterns in area V1 of the alert macaque monkey. J.
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